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A FINANCE BILL

To allocate a maximum of two thousand one hundred and sixteen dollars and zero cents ($2,116.00) from the Student Government senate contingency account to fund the Louisiana State University (LSU) “Tigers for Tigers” Club for the Tigers for Tigers Third Annual National Summit to be held from April 16th-19th at LSU.

Paragraph 1: Whereas, the National Tigers for Tigers Coalition works to amplify school spirit to empower students and fans of ‘tiger mascot colleges to stop the declining population of tigers; and

Paragraph 2: Whereas, the National Tigers for Tigers Coalition holds an annual summit dedicated to tiger conservation; and

Paragraph 3: Whereas, LSU has been chosen as the host for the third year of the aforementioned summit; and

Paragraph 4: Whereas, this summit brings speakers from across the globe and students from several other universities to LSU; and

Paragraph 5: Whereas, LSU will be able to show its best aspects to these visitors while hosting a summit that benefits endangered tigers; and

Paragraph 6: Whereas, the money would be allocated as follows:

1. Room Reservations - $970.00
2. Renting of Mike the Mascot - $500.00
3. Equipment Cost - $646.00

Paragraph 7: Therefore, be it enacted by the Louisiana State University Student Senate that a maximum of two thousand one hundred and sixteen dollars and zero cents ($2,116.00) be allocated from the Student Government Senate contingency account to fund the Louisiana State University “Tigers for Tigers” Club for the Third Annual National Summit.

Paragraph 8: This bill shall take effect upon passage by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the LSU Student Senate and signature by the President, upon lapse of time for presidential action, or if vetoed by the President and subsequently approved by the Senate, on the date of such approval.
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